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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Bumble bees are economically important pollinators worldwide. Their morphology and behavior make them sturdy pollinators, able to forage in colder and wetter conditions than most pollinating insects \[[@pone.0234498.ref001]\]. Through buzz pollination, they excel at pollinating a variety of crops such as tomatoes \[[@pone.0234498.ref002]\], cranberries \[[@pone.0234498.ref003]\], blueberries \[[@pone.0234498.ref004]\], apples \[[@pone.0234498.ref005]\], and haskaps \[[@pone.0234498.ref006]\]. Moreover, some species can be reared like honey bees for commercial purposes \[[@pone.0234498.ref007]\] to pollinate crops in greenhouses \[[@pone.0234498.ref002]\] or in fields \[[@pone.0234498.ref008]\]. Currently, there are \~ 250 known species worldwide, most of them found in temperate, alpine or arctic zones \[[@pone.0234498.ref009]\].

The global conservation status of bumble bees is unfortunately alarming, as not only populations but entire species are experiencing steep declines or even facing extinctions. For instance, Cameron et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref010]\] found that the relative abundance of four bumble bee species has declined by up to 96% within the last 20 years in the United States. Besides, the limits of the southern range of most of the 67 species investigated by Kerr et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref011]\] have shrunk across continents within the last 110 years. These falloffs do not appear to be random given that some species are more at risk than others \[[@pone.0234498.ref012],[@pone.0234498.ref013]\]. Scientists attribute these declines to a combination of factors, including climate change \[[@pone.0234498.ref011]\], intensive use of pesticides \[[@pone.0234498.ref014]--[@pone.0234498.ref018]\], diseases, parasites and predation \[[@pone.0234498.ref019]--[@pone.0234498.ref021]\], as well as landscape simplification \[[@pone.0234498.ref022],[@pone.0234498.ref023]\] and the subsequent decrease in local floral resource availability \[[@pone.0234498.ref021],[@pone.0234498.ref024],[@pone.0234498.ref025]\].

Landscape habitat composition has been found to impact bumble bees at different levels of organization, likely through mechanisms that alter both the amount and quality of nesting and foraging habitats. Indeed, bumble bees have been found to show a trait-dependent vulnerability to landscape simplification characterized by larger fields of fewer crop types, simplified crop rotations and less marginal, non-crop habitats \[[@pone.0234498.ref023],[@pone.0234498.ref026]\]. Species forming smaller colonies, building above-ground nests, and having long life-cycles and late queen emergence, were less abundant in more simplified landscape \[[@pone.0234498.ref023]\]. The amount of high-value foraging habitats was also found to positively impact the abundance of colonies and the survival of family lineages \[[@pone.0234498.ref022],[@pone.0234498.ref027]--[@pone.0234498.ref029]\]. Furthermore, colony growth and reproduction are also superior in landscapes showing higher proportions of natural \[[@pone.0234498.ref024],[@pone.0234498.ref030]\] or suburban areas \[[@pone.0234498.ref031],[@pone.0234498.ref032]\]. Even at the individual level, workers found in simplified landscapes were smaller than those inhabiting more complex landscapes \[[@pone.0234498.ref033]\]. Landscape habitat composition thus seems to impact bumble bees at different scales of organization, spanning from communities down to populations, colonies and even individuals.

Empirical evidence regarding the influence of landscape configuration on bumble bees is divergent partly because of the diversity of configuration metrics used across studies. For example, landscape connectivity was not found to impact performance (mass and reproduction) of colonies \[[@pone.0234498.ref034]\]. Field size, a proxy of landscape simplification, was found to reduce the survival of family lineages \[[@pone.0234498.ref027]\] and the body size of workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref033]\]. Also, bumble bee abundance was found to increase with edge density, while species richness decreased with mean area of forest patches \[[@pone.0234498.ref035]\]. Bumble bees foraging in fragmentated landscape visited more flowers, flew longer total distances and tended to stay longer in fragments, compared to those foraging in unfragmented landscape \[[@pone.0234498.ref036]\]. The identification of overarching trends from previous studies is impeded by several other limitations. First and foremost, the lack of a clear theoretical framework regarding how landscape structure should affect the ecology of organisms \[[@pone.0234498.ref037]\]. Second, landscape configuration depends partly on landscape habitat composition. Third, studies vary simultaneously in the metrics and spatial scales used to quantify landscape configuration, as well as in the species and levels of organization targeted (i.e., community, population, colony or individual).

Key aspects related to landscape structure, usually investigated outside this concept given that they require measurements of greater resolution, include the effect of abundance and quality of floral resources and their spatio-temporal distribution on bumble bees. Virtually all studies that have examined the impact of floral resources (i.e. diversity, species richness, quality and/or abundance) have found a positive relationship between them and colony performance as measured through gyne and worker production, as well as colony mass \[[@pone.0234498.ref024],[@pone.0234498.ref031],[@pone.0234498.ref034],[@pone.0234498.ref038]--[@pone.0234498.ref041]\]. These aspects are clear determinants of the fitness of colonies, but their effects could operate through individuals, notably workers for which ecological information remains sparse despite their pivotal role. Floral resource availability may not only dictate the number, size and morphology of workers that a colony should produce to maximise its fitness, but also the foraging behavior of workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref042]--[@pone.0234498.ref044]\]. In fact, workers of bumble bee nests placed next to mass-flowering crops, like *Phacelia tranacetifolia* Benth., made foraging trips of lower duration than those of nests placed elsewhere \[[@pone.0234498.ref044]\]. Just as trip duration, trip distance was reduced when colonies were placed in landscapes with more floral resources \[[@pone.0234498.ref045]\]. Given this, it would be reasonable to think that workers surrounded by a locally food-rich landscape should carry pollen loads that reflect the species composition of their local plant community, all other things being equal. Conversely, workers inhabiting locally poor landscapes likely need to forage farther and may thus encounter and carry pollen from plant species different from those found near their colonies. Such relationships have rarely been addressed \[[@pone.0234498.ref042]\] and could be complicated by the fact that flower selection is also influenced by floral resources. Workers indeed specialize in a few plant species (i.e., show flower constancy) when floral resources are abundant, which makes them more efficient at extracting pollen \[[@pone.0234498.ref046]\] (but see \[[@pone.0234498.ref047]\]). On the other hand, in poor floral habitats, workers tend to broaden their use of flower species likely as a way to reduce search costs for pollen sources \[[@pone.0234498.ref043],[@pone.0234498.ref048]--[@pone.0234498.ref050]\].

Empirical evidence suggests that colony performance also increases with worker body size \[[@pone.0234498.ref051]\] and that larger workers outperform smaller ones at various tasks, including foraging \[[@pone.0234498.ref052],[@pone.0234498.ref053]\]. Thus, colonies comprising mainly large workers will presumably acquire more resources and produce more workers and gynes than colonies with smaller workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref033],[@pone.0234498.ref047],[@pone.0234498.ref054]--[@pone.0234498.ref056]\]. Yet, larger workers are likely more costly to produce as their size seems to be directly linked to the quantity of food ingested during the larval stage \[[@pone.0234498.ref057],[@pone.0234498.ref058]\]. The body size of workers should therefore be influenced by the landscape in which they were raised, especially in the first generations. To our knowledge, the only study that assessed the impact of landscape structure on the body size of bumble bee workers found that individuals captured in simplified landscapes were smaller \[[@pone.0234498.ref033]\]. Hence, colonies founded in landscapes characterized by a low floral resource availability may end up trapped in a vicious cycle, with small workers bringing less or lower quality food that would constrain the body size of the next generation of workers, a phenomenon that would ultimately result in the colony producing fewer or lower quality gynes.

Here, we quantify the influence of landscape composition and configuration, as well as of local floral resources, on 1) the body size and morphology, 2) the rate of entries and exits at the colony, and 3) the pollen loads of *Bombus impatiens* (Cresson) foraging workers. We also assess the correlation between worker size and pollen load diversity. We predicted that colonies experimentally placed in landscapes with a high proportion of intensively cultivated row crops would produce smaller workers with pollen loads more diverse and less similar to the local plant community, while those placed in landscapes with a high proportion of flowering crops and local floral resources would produce larger workers with pollen load less diverse and more similar to the local plant community. Finally, we hypothesized that larger workers would be more flower constant, which would result in more homogenous pollen loads than those collected by smaller workers.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Study sites {#sec003}
-----------

The study was carried out in Montérégie and Estrie, two regions of southern Québec (Canada). The study area (45°12'45"- 45°57'53"N; 71°24'70"--73°23'38"W; [S1 Fig](#pone.0234498.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is characterized by an east-west gradient of agricultural intensification. The eastern part is home to dairy and small-scale farms largely composed of hayfields and pastures, which are gradually replaced by large-scale, continuous, and intense row cropping farmlands mostly devoted to maize, soybean, and wheat to the west \[[@pone.0234498.ref059]\]. Forests follow a similar gradient whereby large expanses of forest in the east become gradually fragmented with increasingly smaller and more isolated forest patches in the west \[[@pone.0234498.ref060]\]. Also following the same gradient is the level of surface water contamination by pesticides, notably glyphosate and atrazine herbicides as well as several neonicotinoid insecticides, found in the streams and rivers of the western part of the study area \[[@pone.0234498.ref061],[@pone.0234498.ref062]\].

Colonies {#sec004}
--------

A total of 20 commercial quads (Koppert Biological Systems©), each containing 4 colonies of *Bombus impatiens* (Cresson), were installed on 20 different farms on 3 May 2016, and monitored once a week until the natural death of colonies. Commercial colonies were provided with a vacuum sealed bag holding supplemental sugar water solution to help them survive through early spring conditions and give time for workers to learn their new spatial environment. Hence, the responses of bumble bees we measured should not be masked by habitat-specific adaptations and merely result from phenotypic plasticity. Farms were randomly selected from a haphazard sample of 40 interested producers with the constraint that they had to be spaced by \> 5 km from each other (mean nearest-neighbor distance ± SD: 69 ± 37 km). The 20 farms covered a large portion of the potential range of combinations between the relative amount of extensive, flowering and intensive cultures that could be found within a 1-km radius around a given farm of our study area.

Workers {#sec005}
-------

Once a week, worker entries and exits from each colony were counted for 15 min. Counts were made between 9h00 and 16h00 and colonies were visited at different times across weeks to avoid confounding time effects. Starting two weeks after the colony was placed in the field, we captured one returning worker per colony per week whenever possible. Since most colonies survived up to 10 weeks, a maximum of 8 workers per colony was captured throughout the growing season mainly to ensure that colony performance would not be affected by the loss. We simply used a 50-ml Falcon^™^ conical centrifuge tube to capture workers. Workers were then put on ice and frozen at -20°C upon return to the lab until further processing. After having removed their pollen loads (see Pollen sub-section below), we preserved sampled workers in 70% ethanol until morphometric measurement.

We measured several functional traits key to the role of workers: thorax dorsal (intertegular) width, wing length, marginal cell length, width and length of the head, and length of the tibia (pollen corbicula). Thorax dorsal width is positively correlated with the size of flight muscles and consists in the most common measure of bumble bee size \[[@pone.0234498.ref063]\]. The larger the thorax, the further a bumble bee can fly \[[@pone.0234498.ref064],[@pone.0234498.ref065]\]. In the same vein, wing length, or wingspan, is generally positively associated with flight range in many pterygote insects \[[@pone.0234498.ref066]\], including bumble bees \[[@pone.0234498.ref067]\]. We also measured the width and length of the head, which are related to feeding habits \[[@pone.0234498.ref068]\]. Bumble bees with wider heads can be limited by the type of corolla they are able to access, while those with longer heads can feed on flowers with deeper corollas \[[@pone.0234498.ref069]\]. Finally, we measured tibia length because a larger pollen corbicula is likely indicative of a greater capacity to collect pollen and bring larger loads back to the colony. Measurements (± 0.001 mm) were taken with an electronic Olympus SZX7 microscope fitted with a numeric Olympus IX-TVAD camera and its associated software (Olympus *stream basic*). Each trait was measured three times to ensure repeatability (max 0.1 mm between any two measures). Measurements were then averaged for all analyses. Lastly, we dried sampled bumble bees at 50°C for 4 days before weighing (Adam Equipment, model AAA250L, ± 0.0001 g) individuals with no missing body parts.

Pollen loads {#sec006}
------------

We removed and colored the pollen carried by workers following Moisan-Deserres et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref004]\]. We used repeated 70% alcohol rinses and a mounting needle over a 50-ml Falcon™ conical centrifuge tube to remove all the pollen found on a worker's body. Tubes were then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 12 min to isolate the pollen. The supernatant was then retrieved and the remaining liquid was left to evaporate overnight. We added 5 ml of tween 0.05% to the dry pollen and 20 μl of the solution was then put on a slide and colored using fuchsin-stained glycerin gelatin \[[@pone.0234498.ref070]\]. For each slide, a haphazard sample of 150 pollen grains was finally identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible by a melissopalynology expert equipped with microscope (1000x), namely Mélissa Girard \[[@pone.0234498.ref071],[@pone.0234498.ref072]\].

Landscape characterization {#sec007}
--------------------------

We conducted ground surveys to characterize the habitat composition of the landscapes surrounding experimental sites once during the summer (in August). All polygons (fields, roads, forests) delineated using orthophotos (scale, 1:15 000) were identified within a 1000-m radius of each colony. We considered a radius of 1000 m because it should include most of the bumble bees' foraging ranges \[[@pone.0234498.ref073]\]. We then calculated the proportion of land covered by the following land use types with QGis \[[@pone.0234498.ref074]\]: forest, water, urban area, intensive crops (i.e. crops generally treated with significant quantities of pesticides, such as corn, soybean, wheat and other small cereals, apples, strawberries), extensive crops (e.g. hay, pastures) and flowering crops (i.e. nectariferous crops not requiring substantial amounts of pesticides, if any, such as alfalfa, clover) ([S2 Fig](#pone.0234498.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This categorization was assumed to reflect the vegetation structure, the potential at providing nectar and pollen, and the contamination level by pesticides of the different land use types. We also considered the length of habitat margins (edges) within a 1000-m radius of each colony. Every ecotone delimiting any two land use types we used was considered and total margin length was computed by QGIS. This landscape metric was used since a vast array of floral resources of interest to pollinators such as bumble bees can generally be found within these margins and thus affect food resource availability \[[@pone.0234498.ref009]\]. Furthermore, margin length is often positively associated with agricultural landscape structural complexity, which is deemed favorable on many aspects to farmland biodiversity \[[@pone.0234498.ref026]\].

Local floral resources {#sec008}
----------------------

On each weekly visit, we identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible all blooming plants within a 100-m radius from colonies, and this, in order to estimate the weekly species richness of flower-bearing plants easily available to bumble bees (i.e., with low travel costs). For the analyses we used the mean species richness found locally within 10 weeks (number of weeks where all the colonies were still alive). Although we could not estimate the amount of nectar and pollen that each plant species could provide to bumble bees, something rather difficult to do in the field, our index is nevertheless in line with the recommendations of Szigeti et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref075]\] regarding field measurements of food resource availability based on visual units reflecting the pollinators' perspective.

Statistical analyses {#sec009}
--------------------

### Model selection {#sec010}

We first ran models assessing the influence of landscape variables on each response variable (morphology, foraging activity, pollen load richness and habitat/pollen similarity) at each of two spatial scales, 500 and 1000 m, in order to determine at which of these two scales landscape structure was more likely to affect bumble bee workers. We made this comparison based on the second-order Akaike information criterion (AICc; \[[@pone.0234498.ref076]\]) using the most complex models we deemed justifiable to fit (see below). This led us to exclude models with landscape variables measured at 1000 m because those based on the 500-m scale performed systematically better, except for the thorax (mean ΔAIC = 0.29; [S1 Table](#pone.0234498.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Note that we restricted analyses regarding the morphology of workers to individuals captured at least four weeks after their colony was placed in the field to ensure that the potential effects on morphometrics would be associated to landscape variables, not the commercial rearing process. We standardized (zero mean and unit variance) all explanatory variables prior to analyses. We also assessed the level of collinearity among all explanatory variables used in models based on Pearson's correlation coefficients and variance inflation factors ([S2 Fig](#pone.0234498.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Landcover variables being compositional variables in the sense that they sum to a constant and are implicitly correlated among one another, it was not surprising that we had to exclude some of these from our analyses. This was the case of the proportion of forest as well as total margin length since they were collinear with the proportion of intensive crops, a central variable to our main research questions. Given that compositional variables also reduce the number of true alternative hypotheses that can be considered through a modeling exercise, we further excluded the proportion of extensive crops. We considered this landcover to be more neutral than others with respect to bumble bees as hayfields and pastures are rarely treated with pesticides and are characterized by a much lower food resource availability than alfalfa and clover fields (flowering crops), for example. Given this, it was difficult to make clear predictions as to the potential effects of extensive crops. Lastly, we excluded the proportion of urban area since it represented a low proportion of the area surrounding colonies and was not the focus of this research.

Lastly, we compared the performance of five candidate models for each response variable based on AICc ([Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). The set of candidate models first included a null model (intercept only or intercept + confounders) in order to determine if landscape structure had any bearing on response variables. The second and third model assessed the influence of intensive and flowering crops and the additional information that could be provided by local flower species richness, respectively. The fourth model assessed the possibility that the influence of flowering crops can be modulated by the amount of intensive crops in the landscape. The fifth and last model allowed us to determine whether the influence of either intensive or flowering crops could be additionally modulated by local flower species richness. Large scale effects may indeed end up being less important in locally rich environments. All mixed models (see below) were fitted with the lme4 package (v.1.1--21 \[[@pone.0234498.ref077]\]) in R (v.3.5.0; \[[@pone.0234498.ref078]\]). The glmmTMB package (v.0.2.3; \[[@pone.0234498.ref079]\]) was however used for the foraging activity models because these converged more easily with this package. Model predictions and coefficients were model-averaged using the AICcmodavg package (v.2.2--2; \[[@pone.0234498.ref080]\]) and are reported with their 95% unconditional confidence intervals \[[@pone.0234498.ref076]\]. Residuals from the most complex model (\#5; [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}) for each response variable were tested against spatial coordinates using Moran's Index to assess potential spatial autocorrelation problems using the DHARMa R packages (v.0.3.1; \[[@pone.0234498.ref081]\]). No autocorrelation was found for any of the response variables.

10.1371/journal.pone.0234498.t001

###### Candidate models considered in model selection and multimodel inference procedures.

Models were compared based on the second-order Akaike information criterion (AICc). K: number of model parameters; w: Akaike weight. Bold characters represent the best model for each response variable. INT: Proportion of intensive crops; FLO: Proportion of flowering crops; LOC: Local floral richness; JJ: Julian day.

![](pone.0234498.t001){#pone.0234498.t001g}

  Candidate models[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}         Weight   Thorax width   Wing length   Head length   Tibia length   Foraging activity   Pollen load richness   Difference pollen vs habitat                                                                                                                                                         
  ------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------ ---------- ------- ---------- ---------- ------- ---------- ---------- ------- ---------- ---------- ------- ---------- ---------- ------- ---------- -------
  1 \~ Null                                                     **4**    **0.00**       **0.76**      **4**         **0.00**       **0.82**            4                      1.85                           0.20       **4**   **0.00**   **0.80**   **4**   **0.00**   **0.79**   5       198.72     0.00       4       1.92       0.17       2       21.75      0.00
  2 \~ INT + FLO                                                6        3.38           0.14          6             3.76           0.12                **6**                  **0.00**                       **0.49**   6       3.51       0.14       6       3.36       0.15       10      2.38       0.20       **6**   **0.00**   **0.45**   4       14.74      0.00
  3 \~ INT + FLO + LOC                                          7        5.57           0.05          7             5.90           0.04                7                      1.94                           0.19       7       5.68       0.05       7       5.54       0.05       11      3.86       0.10       7       1.34       0.23       5       16.43      0.00
  4 \~ INT + FLO + LOC + INT:FLO                                8        5.46           0.05          8             8.09           0.01                8                      3.31                           0.09       8       7.84       0.02       8       7.75       0.02       12      5.86       0.04       8       3.36       0.08       **6**   **0.00**   **1**
  5 \~ INT + FLO + LOC + INT:FLO + INT:LOC + FLO:LOC + INT:JJ   11       8.91           0.01          11            14.71          0.00                11                     8.91                           0.01       11      11.59      0.00       11      12.59      0.00       14      11.02      0.00       11      4.03       0.06                          
  6 \~ Temperature + Time of the day                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                **8**   **0.00**   **0.66**                                                    

\*Temperature and time of day were also included in all models (\#1 to \#5) for the foraging activity response variable. The interaction INT:JJ was not included in model \#5 for the foraging activity response variable.

### Morphology {#sec011}

We modeled the influence of landscape variables on the morphology (thorax, wing, head, tibia) and dry weight of bumble bee workers using linear mixed models. All models included Julian date as a potential confounding variable given that workers' size varies through the course of the season \[[@pone.0234498.ref082]\]. Site (quad) identity was included as a random factor in all models. We also considered the identity of the colony of origin as an additional random factor, here as well as for other response variables, but this prevented some models to converge. Colony identity was therefore left out of all models. Since some workers had missing body parts, sample size varied among response variables that were analysed. Besides, we only used sites where at least five workers were collected after the fourth week of the experiment. We also applied a principal component analysis (PCA) on standardized morphology and weight measures in order to determine whether we could distinguish different morphological types based on a combination of functional traits. The PCA was computed with the vegan package (v. 2.5--1; \[[@pone.0234498.ref083]\]) in R. Only the workers with no missing body parts and captured after the fourth week of the experiment were used in the PCA.

### Foraging activity {#sec012}

The influence of landscape variables on the foraging activity of bumble bee workers (total of entries and exits per 15 min) was determined with generalized linear mixed models including a Poisson distribution and log link function. Potential confounding variables included in all models comprised temperature (°C), time of day (24 hour-clock system) and Julian date. We used an observation-level random effect in addition to site (quad) and colony identity to control for overdispersion \[[@pone.0234498.ref084]\].

### Pollen {#sec013}

We modeled the influence of landscape variables on the number of plant species found in pollen loads carried by bumble bee workers using generalized linear mixed models with a Poisson distribution and log link function. Sites where less than 5 workers carrying a pollen load could be captured were excluded from the analyses. We again used site (quad) identity and observation-level random effects to take potential overdispersion into account \[[@pone.0234498.ref084]\]. We further determined if landscape variables affected the difference in flower species composition of pollen loads and that found within 100 m of colonies as estimated by dissimilarity coefficients (Hellinger distances) computed from presence-absence matrices of the plant species present in both the pollen loads and the local environment \[[@pone.0234498.ref085]\]. Dissimilarity coefficients were computed with the adespatial package (v.0.3--7; \[[@pone.0234498.ref086]\]) and then regressed on landscape variable with a linear model. Finally, we assessed whether the flower species richness of pollen loads was correlated to worker morphology using generalized linear mixed models with a Poisson distribution and log link function. One model was fitted for each morphological trait (standardized) as an explanatory variable and included the site and hive as random effects and the local floral richness (standardized) as an additional fixed effect.

Results {#sec014}
=======

A total of 264 workers from 76 colonies (20 quads) were captured, measured and had their pollen load removed during the experiment in 2016. Among them, 205 workers were also dried and weighed.

Morphology {#sec015}
----------

Bumble bee foraging workers showed little variation in size with coefficient of variation ranging between 5.9% and 8.80% (except for dry weight: 36.1%) across functional traits (mean ± SD): thorax (intertegular) width: 3.943 ± 0.318 mm; wing length: 10.076 ± 0.887 mm; head length: 3.115 ± 0.185 mm; head width: 2.389 ± 0.144; tibia: 3.981 ± 0.350 mm; dry weight: 0.0490 ± 0.0177 g. All linear trait measurements were highly correlated among one another (0.82 ≤ *r* ≤ 0.94) and with (log-transformed) dry weight (0.68 ≤ *r* ≤ 0.77). Since marginal cell length and head width were highly correlated with wing length (*r* = 0.97) and head length (*r* = 0.93), respectively, their relationships with landscape variables were not investigated to avoid duplication. None of the traits we considered was related to landscape habitat composition nor to local floral species richness ([Table 2](#pone.0234498.t002){ref-type="table"}). In fact, the best model was the null for all traits (0.76 ≤ *w* ≤ 0.82), except for wing length (*w* = 0.20; [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). Although the second-best model was systematically the one that included simple effects of crop covers and local floral species richness across traits, Akaike weights remained relatively low (0.12 ≤ *w* ≤ 0.15), again with the exception of wing length (*w* = 0.49; [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). Lastly, we did not find different morphological types of bumble bee foraging workers as no distinct groups of observations arose in the unconstrained multivariate space formed by all functional traits ([Fig 1](#pone.0234498.g001){ref-type="fig"}), inasmuch as the total inertia (i.e., sum of the total variance) of the PCA was only 0.0002. The first two axes displayed 77.01% of the total variance.

![Principal component analysis (PCA).\
Plot showing the multivariate variation among 80 *Bombus impatiens* workers with respect to their morphometric measurements. Vectors indicate the direction of the functional trait to the overall distribution. The first two principal axes explained 77.01% of the variance.](pone.0234498.g001){#pone.0234498.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0234498.t002

###### Model-averaged coefficients and their unconditional 95% confidence intervals.

Model-averaged coefficients were estimated by multimodel inference following model selection (see [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}) and computed with standardized explanatory variables (zero mean and unit variance). Parameters for which their confidence interval does not overlap zero are shown in bold text. The number of sites (S) and of workers (W) used in analyses are shown where applicable.
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                            Morphology               Foraging behavior                                                                                                                                          
  ------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ---------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------------- -----------------------------
  INT (models 2,3,4,5)      0.01; \[-0.05, 0.06\]    -0.07; \[-0.32, 0.18\]   -0.01; \[-0.05, 0.02\]   -0.03; \[-0.09, 0.03\]   0.00; \[0.00,0.00\]    **0.17; \[-0.32, -0.01\]**    -0.07; \[-0.18, 0.05\]     **0.02; \[0.01, 0.07\]**
  FLO (models 2,3,4,5)      0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00,0.00\]    0.09; \[-0.06, 0.25\]         0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]       -0.01; \[-0.02, 0.01\]
  LOC (models 3,4,5)        0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.00; \[0.00,0.00\]    0.04; \[-0.02, 0.01\]         0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]       0.01; \[-0.01, 0.02\]
  INT X FLO (models 4,5)    0.00; \[-0.06, 0.07\]    -0.16; \[-0.50, 0.17\]   0.00; \[-0.04, 0.04\]    0.00; \[-0.07, 0.07\]    0.00; \[0.00,0.00\]    0.03; \[-0.14, 0.20\]         0.07; \[-0.10, 0.25\]      **-0.03; \[-0.04, -0.02\]**
  FLO X LOC (model 5)       0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]     0.18; \[-0.12, 0.47\]    -0.01; \[-0.05, 0.03\]   -0.04; \[-0.11, 0.03\]   0.00; \[0.00,0.00\]    -0.02; \[-0.09, 0.05\]        0.08; \[-0.04, 0.20\]      \-
  INT X LOC (model 5)       0.00; \[-0.09, 0.09\]    -0.30; \[-0.07, 0.10\]   -0.04; \[-0.09, 0.01\]   -0.02; \[-0.12, 0.08\]   0.00; \[-0.01,0.00\]   -0.01; \[-0.10, 0.08\]        **0.19; \[0.03, 0.34\]**   \-
  JJ (models 1,2,3,4,5,6)   -0.02; \[-0.09,0. 05\]   -0.02; \[-0.36, 0.04\]   0.00; \[-0.04, 0.04\]    0.04; \[-0.03, 0.12\]    0.00; \[0.00,0.00\]    **-0.89; \[-0.97, -0.81\]**   **0.21; \[0.11, 0.30\]**   \-
  JJ X INT (model 5)        -0.01; \[-0.09,0.06\]    0.16; \[-0.31, 0.63\]    -0.02; \[-0.06, 0.02\]   -0.03; \[-0.11, 0.04\]   0.00; \[0.00, 0.00\]   \-                            0.04; \[-0.06,0.14\]       \-
  Temp. (models 1--6)       \-                       \-                       \-                       \-                       \-                     -0.01; \[-0.09, 0.07\]        \-                         \-
  TOD (models 1--6)         \-                       \-                       \-                       \-                       \-                     0.01; \[-0.05, 0.08\]         \-                         \-

Foraging activity {#sec016}
-----------------

The number of bumble bee workers entering and exiting a colony in 15 min was best explained by the model that only included time of day and temperature (*w* = 0.66) and the one that only included main effects of crop covers (*w* = 0.20; [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). Yet, we only found a negative effect of intensive crops on foraging worker activity ([Table 2](#pone.0234498.t002){ref-type="table"}; [Fig 2](#pone.0234498.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Model selection thus provided no evidence that the effects of crop covers or local floral resources were modulated by one another. Finally, we found that foraging activity decreased over the course of the season ([Table 2](#pone.0234498.t002){ref-type="table"}).

![Influence of intensive crops (500-m radius) on the foraging activity (log(entries and exits in 15 min)) of *Bombus impatiens* workers.\
Data from the 20 clusters composed of 4 experimental colonies (quads) of *Bombus impatiens* monitored in 2016 in Southern Québec, Canada. Model-averaged predictions under average conditions are shown with 95% unconditional confidence intervals.](pone.0234498.g002){#pone.0234498.g002}

Pollen {#sec017}
------

Bumble bee workers collected pollen from 41 different species (morphotypes) of plants across the entire study area and over the entire study duration ([S1 Table](#pone.0234498.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While the species richness of pollen loads averaged 5.9 ± 1.7 across experimental sites, the number of species detected in pollen loads carried by individual workers had a mean of 5.8 ± 4.2 species. The species most frequently collected were *Picea* sp. (found on 56.6% of workers), *Taraxacum officinale* (60.5%), and *Salix* sp (62.9%). Species richness was best explained by the model that only included main effects of crop covers (*w* = 0.45), followed by the one that also included local floral species richness (*w* = 0.23; [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). Yet, we also found evidence that the effect of intensive crops was modulated by local floral resources ([Table 2](#pone.0234498.t002){ref-type="table"}; [Fig 3](#pone.0234498.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Pollen load species richness decreased with intensive crop cover at low local floral species richness, but remained relatively stable when the latter was high ([Fig 3](#pone.0234498.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Species richness found in pollen loads of 205 *Bombus impatiens* workers as a function of the interaction between the proportion of intensive crops (500-m radius) and local floral richness (100-m radius).\
Workers were captured from 20 clusters composed of 4 experimental colonies of *Bombus impatiens* monitored in 2016 in Southern Québec, Canada. The dotted and solid lines represent pollen load richness when local floral richness was low (\<8) and high (≥8 species), respectively. Model-averaged predictions under average conditions are shown with 95% unconditional confidence intervals.](pone.0234498.g003){#pone.0234498.g003}

The difference in plant species composition between pollen loads and the colony's surrounding (100-m radius) was best explained by the model including crop covers, local floral species richness, and the interaction between intensive and flowering crops (*w* = 1.00; [Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). All of the other models were barely supported by the data ([Table 1](#pone.0234498.t001){ref-type="table"}). Differences in species composition increased with intensive crops when the amount of flowering crops was low, but this effect decreased in size as the cover in flowering crops increased and was about null at high flowering crop covers ([Table 2](#pone.0234498.t002){ref-type="table"}; [Fig 4](#pone.0234498.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Difference (Hellinger distance) in plant species composition of pollen loads of *Bombus impatiens* workers and surrounding habitat (100-m radius) as a function of the interaction between the proportion of intensive and flowering crops (500-m radius).\
Workers were captured from 20 clusters composed of 4 experimental colonies of *Bombus impatiens* monitored in 2016 in Southern Québec, Canada. The dotted and solid lines represent cases where the proportion of flowering crops was low (\<15%) and high (≥15%), respectively. Model-averaged predictions under average conditions are shown with 95% unconditional confidence intervals.](pone.0234498.g004){#pone.0234498.g004}

Finally, we looked at the correlation between the morphology of workers and the species richness of their pollen loads. The size of functional traits was negatively correlated with species richness, indicating that larger workers collected pollen loads composed of fewer plant species. When taking into account the local floral richness at each site, the functional traits best correlated with pollen load species richness were wing length (slope estimate: -0.15; 95%CI \[-0.21, -0.08\]) and thorax width (-0.09; 95%CI \[-0.15, -0.03\]), and to a lesser extent, tibia length (-0.08; 95%CI \[-0.14, -0.02\]), marginal cell length (-0.07; 95%CI \[-0.13, -0.01\]), head length (-0.06; 95%CI \[-0.12, 0.00\]) and head width (-0.06; 95%CI \[-0.12, 0.00\]). Pollen load species richness was not found to be related to dry weight (-0.01; 95%CI \[-0.13, 0.11\]; [Fig 5](#pone.0234498.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Matrix of correlation between pollen richness, weight, thorax width and wing length of 205 *Bombus impatiens* workers captured from 80 colonies placed on 20 sites during the summer of 2016 in Southern Québec, Canada.](pone.0234498.g005){#pone.0234498.g005}

Discussion {#sec018}
==========

Morphology {#sec019}
----------

The morphology and size of *Bombus impatiens* workers were not influenced by either landscape habitat composition nor local floral species richness. This lack of relationship contradicts our predictions as well as the results from other research. Landscape simplification, habitat fragmentation and pesticide use were indeed previously found to lead to the production of smaller bumble bee workers and solitary bees \[[@pone.0234498.ref033],[@pone.0234498.ref087]--[@pone.0234498.ref089]\]. Moreover, *B*. *impatiens* workers are known to show an important size difference (up to tenfold) even within a given colony \[[@pone.0234498.ref058]\]. This variation partly stems from the position of larvae in the nest, which in turn dictates the amount of food resources fed to future workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref058]\]. Greater food availability for the larvae also generally translates into larger workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref009],[@pone.0234498.ref057],[@pone.0234498.ref090]\]. Larger workers usually end up being foragers, and smaller ones manage the nest and raise the brood. In the event of a shortage of large foragers and deficient foraging, smaller workers should switch roles and begin to forage \[[@pone.0234498.ref009]\]. This is not the pattern we observed as foraging workers barely varied in morphology and body size, even among contrasting landscapes. One possible explanation for this could be that we used commercially reared bumble bee colonies, which were thus likely to be genetically similar. A reduced genetic variance among colonies may have in turn induced lower levels of phenotypic variance or plasticity \[[@pone.0234498.ref091],[@pone.0234498.ref092]\]. This being said, the decrease in worker body size of 4 bumble bee species over 125 years in New Hampshire, USA, as well as the fact that this decrease was more pronounced for the 2 largest species, which populations are also declining \[[@pone.0234498.ref093]\], certainly stress the need for further research regarding how landscape modification may affect bumble bee morphology and fitness, and ultimately population dynamics.

Foraging activity {#sec020}
-----------------

As predicted, the proportion of intensive crops had a negative impact on the foraging activity of bumble bee workers ([Fig 2](#pone.0234498.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Although studies addressing the influence of landscape structure on bumble bee foraging remain scarce, several studies have found that the occurrence of arable fields and pesticides in the landscape surrounding colonies can impact the foraging behavior and distance travelled by workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref045],[@pone.0234498.ref094]--[@pone.0234498.ref098]\]. Evidence shows that pesticides, and notably neonicotinoid insecticides, can kill individuals or, when absorbed in sublethal doses, lead to disorientation, memory loss, and slower learning processes in bumble bees, honey bees, and stingless bees \[[@pone.0234498.ref017],[@pone.0234498.ref094]--[@pone.0234498.ref096],[@pone.0234498.ref099]\]. The negative effects of pesticides on bees, which are known to be weather- and landscape-dependent \[[@pone.0234498.ref100]\], may thus result in a less effective working force, and ultimately impact the foraging and fitness of colonies. Empirical support for these contentions is accumulating. For instance, Arce et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref095]\] found that colonies exposed to clothianidin had lower return rates of foraging bees than control ones. Also, experimental bumble bee colonies established in intensively cultivated areas, generally show reduced weight gains and survival rates \[[@pone.0234498.ref015],[@pone.0234498.ref016],[@pone.0234498.ref018],[@pone.0234498.ref032],[@pone.0234498.ref101]\]. Although we did not measure the levels of pesticide contamination in our experimental sites, the cover in intensive row crops has been found to be related to pesticide concentrations, including that of several neonicotinoids, in surface water \[[@pone.0234498.ref061],[@pone.0234498.ref062]\] and insects \[[@pone.0234498.ref102]\] within our study area. Furthermore, the presence of arable fields in the landscape increased the foraging distance of all five bumble bee species studied by Redhead et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref045]\], a consequence that may also lead to fewer and longer foraging trips \[[@pone.0234498.ref097]\], and ultimately contribute to less activity at the entrance of the colony.

We hypothesized that increasing amounts of flowering crops and local floral species richness would increase foraging activity by providing closer and more abundant food sources. In fact, Redhead et al. \[[@pone.0234498.ref045]\] found that a semi-natural habitat and flower density decreased the foraging distance of five bumble bee species, which should reflect positively on the activity level at the entrance of colonies, by encouraging workers to perform more frequent and shorter trips, \[[@pone.0234498.ref044]\]. Furthermore, mass flowering crops, such as oilseed, alfalfa and clover, were found to be beneficial to bumble bee colonies \[[@pone.0234498.ref103]\]. Yet, we found no effect of flowering crops or local plant richness on foraging activity. This could be explained by the fact that flowering crops are only in bloom for a shorter time than the period during which we monitored colonies and their workers' activity level. After blooming, flowering crops like alfalfa and clover could represent a relatively neutral habitat, where there is no harm aside from increasing distances, but also no food. Hence, flowering crops could have a positive, neutral or negative impact on the foraging activities of bumble bees depending on their own blooming phenology and that of alternative floral sources.

Pollen {#sec021}
------

Providing sufficient abundance, pollen diversity is beneficial to bees because it allows them to select flowers according to their nutritional needs \[[@pone.0234498.ref040],[@pone.0234498.ref041]\]. In fact, bumble bees are known to show flower constancy in presence of a generous supply of flowers \[[@pone.0234498.ref048],[@pone.0234498.ref104]\], a high level of flower richness \[[@pone.0234498.ref048]\], and a short travel distance to or among flowers or groups of flowers \[[@pone.0234498.ref050]\]. We hence expected greater flower constancy from workers and a resulting decrease in flower species richness of their pollen loads with more abundant floral resources, especially when local. However, flowering crops did not affect flower constancy. Moreover, intensive crops had barely any effect on the level of flower constancy when local floral resources were species-rich but provoked an increase in flower constancy that became more important as local floral resources became species-poor ([Fig 3](#pone.0234498.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Although flower constancy is advantageous for plants because it increases their chances of passing along their pollen grains to a nearby plant of the same species, the benefits of flower constancy for bees are still unclear. Two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses, the "learning" and the "memory" hypotheses, have been put forward to address such benefits. The first implies that pollinators require a substantial amount of time to learn to recognize and handle different types of pollen, while the second suggests that pollinators are limited in their ability to recognize or manipulate more than a few flower types \[[@pone.0234498.ref104]\]. Either way, it seems more adaptive for workers to focus on a single or very few plant species in presence of sufficient appropriate food resources as they can then become more efficient at finding and extracting pollen and nectar from the plants \[[@pone.0234498.ref105],[@pone.0234498.ref106]\]. Our results suggest that such learning and memory constraints may have been exacerbated by the presence of the neonicotinoid pesticides \[[@pone.0234498.ref094],[@pone.0234498.ref107]\] associated to intensive row crops in our study area. Note that our results do not support the possibility that workers switched their pollen selection towards row crops as we did not find significant quantities of cereal pollen in their pollen loads ([S2 Table](#pone.0234498.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Future studies will thus face the challenge of not only considering local floral richness as we did, but also attempt to take into account the abundance, quality and pesticide contamination of flowers at various spatial scales.

We expected that the difference in flower species composition of pollen loads and the surrounding local plant community would decrease with (overall) floral resource availability, and especially when flowers are abundant locally. Although there was no effect of flowering crops, our results are in line with this prediction as we found a positive influence of intensive crops on species composition differences that increased in magnitude as flowering crop cover decreased ([Fig 3](#pone.0234498.g003){ref-type="fig"}). When flowers were abundant within 500 m, bumble bee workers likely tended to forage closer to the nest \[[@pone.0234498.ref044]\] and may have thereby reduced the differences in species composition between their pollen loads and locally available plants. In contrast, when surrounded by low proportions of flowering crops, workers probably had to forage further, especially at high intensive crop covers, and thus may have been more likely to encounter or more constrained (see previous paragraph) to use a larger array of plant species. Differences in species composition of pollen loads and surrounding plant communities have mostly been investigated to estimate the distance reached by foraging bees \[[@pone.0234498.ref108]\] or to evaluate pollen selection, but at the colony level \[[@pone.0234498.ref109],[@pone.0234498.ref110]\]. To our knowledge, only one other study compared the plant species composition of pollen loads at the worker level to that of their local plant communities but did not address the understudied determinants of such differences \[[@pone.0234498.ref042]\].

Lastly, we found as expected a positive correlation between the flower constancy of a bumble bee worker and its body size. The two functional traits most correlated with flower constancy were thorax (intertegular) width and wing length, which both show an allometric relation with body mass \[[@pone.0234498.ref063],[@pone.0234498.ref111]\]. Larger workers, at least in *Bombus terrestris*, are considered better at different tasks, including foraging \[[@pone.0234498.ref047],[@pone.0234498.ref053],[@pone.0234498.ref055]\]. Furthermore, larger workers have bigger eyes, which makes them better at detecting flowers and foraging under lower light intensity \[[@pone.0234498.ref112],[@pone.0234498.ref113]\]. Hence, larger workers may be able to discriminate and find specific flowers more easily, which thereby allows them to be more flower constant. In spite of this apparent advantage, producing larger workers is not without costs to a colony. For instance, although the largest *B*. *terrestris* workers are better at gathering resources, their life expectancy and rearing costs are such that the best trade-off for a colony lays with intermediate-size workers \[[@pone.0234498.ref056]\]. Similarly, intermediate-size *Megachile rotundata* females were found to carry the largest pollen loads \[[@pone.0234498.ref068]\]. There is clearly a complex trade-off involving the number and size of workers as well as their foraging efficiency, survival and production costs. It would be interesting to determine the role of flower constancy in this trade-off and investigate how landscape structure may modulate the optimal solution(s).

In conclusion, we aimed to investigate the importance of landscape context and local floral resources for bumble bee foraging workers. We found no evidence that worker morphology or size was influenced, likely as a result of low genetic variance or plasticity associated with their commercial rearing, but we observed that their foraging behavior, both in terms of activity and pollen collection, was affected by landscape composition and local floral resources. We also found that bigger workers collected fewer pollen types, which could be an indication of size-dependent foraging behavior or efficiency. It would be interesting to redo the experiment, but with natural colonies to ensure genetic diversity and thus, variability. Furthermore, we bring additional evidence that conservation actions concerning pollinators in agricultural contexts should target landscape-level objectives rather than limit themselves to the farm level.
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###### Habitat composition within 500 m of the 20 clusters (quads) of experimental *Bombus impatiens* colonies monitored in 2016 in Southern Québec, Canada.
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###### Correlation matrix between all landscape explanatory variables from the 20 sites visited during the summer of 2016 in Québec, Canada.
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###### List of the plants found in the pollen loads of workers.

\# workers represent the number of workers carrying this pollen (n = 264) and the average relative abundance, in percentage.
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Click here for additional data file.
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My co-authors and I are really grateful for the opportunity to resubmit our manuscript (PONE-D-19-31905) entitled "Landscape composition and local floral resources influence foraging behavior but not the size of Bombus impatiens Cresson (Hymenoptera: Apidae) workers" for consideration for publication by Plos One. We would like to thank the reviewer for the excellent comments we received. All comments/suggestions made by the reviewer have been addressed, with corresponding changes made directly to the manuscript. This letter is accompanied by a revised version of our manuscript as well as its corresponding document in track-change format. Detailed responses to comments or concerns can be found in the pages below.

Best regards,

Amélie Gervais

PhD candidate  

Reviewer \#2: Line 18 -19: Unclear why high and low relative covers of intensive and flowering crops would produce smaller workers. Are you hypothesizing that medium cover would produce the larger bees?

Authors: We agree with the reviewer that the sentence was confusing. We accordingly changed the phrasing. Lines: 22-25

Reviewer \#2: Line 20: Awkward phrasing "smaller workers, which together would perform...", are you saying the workers together would perform. I would say, "smaller workers, who would perform ..."

Authors: Modified as suggested. Line: 24

Reviewer \#2: Line 24: Eight workers per colony and week sounds like you collected 8 workers a week from each colony. Rephrase to match your methods.

Authors: Done. Lines: 27-29

Reviewer \#2: Lines 62 -- 75: The paragraph is awkward. The first sentence makes of this paragraph sets up an argument that there is conflicting information; however it's not clear to me where the conflict is. The effects of landscape configuration you list are different independent factors on the landscape that influence bee survival, as you mention in the second to last sentence of the paragraph. I'm not sure where the inconsistencies you allude to.

Authors: We wanted to put emphasis on the fact that it is difficult to generalize conclusions obtained through different studies that addressed the influence of landscape configuration on bumble bees. For instance, different metrics are used for characterizing landscape configuration, and, even though metrics assessing a specific aspect of configuration are theoretically correlated, results often differ according to the metrics used. We modified the paragraph to make that thought clearer. Lines: 66-80

I would remove the yet in line 64 as that sentence does not contradict the previous sentence.

Authors: Done. Line: 81

I would also remove the word definitely from line 74 as it sounds flippant.

Authors: Done. Lines: 78-79

Reviewer \#2: Line 76: I think the sentence would read better without "yet."

Authors: Done. Line: 81

Reviewer \#2: Line 81. You say "yet, again," but you have not raised this issue before so I am not sure why you say yet, again. I would also say specifically that you think the individual workers are the mechanism by which landscape characteristics influence bumble bee health.

Authors: We agree with the reviewer and accordingly changed the wording to improve clarity. Line: 86

Reviewer \#2: Line 85: Not sure what Phacelia Jussieu is referring to, but the species name was Phacelia tranacetifolia

Authors: Jussieu is the authority of the genus, but we added the species name to be clearer. Line: 90

Reviewer \#2: Line 86: I would say foraging trips instead of provisioning to be clearer since provisioning also refers to the act of nurse bees feeding the broad.

Authors: Done. Line: 91

Reviewer \#2: Line 116 -- 117: You talk about efficiency in collecting pollen, but you did not measure efficiency, you measured the consistency of pollen. I'm not sure how you can make the leap between pollen load homogenization and efficiency. A worker can be very slow at collecting pollen and still be have a homogenous pollen load. Also, why do you expect larger workers to be more constant? This hypothesis is introduced in this sentence but never referred to again.

Authors: We thought that flower constant workers would be more efficient in collecting pollen because they would learn how to handle the flowers of a few plants and thereby get really good at it. We hence thought that flower constancy would lead to foraging efficiency. But, as you pointed out, we have data on pollen loads but not on the ''time'' component needed to assess efficiency. We changed our wording and now simply refer to pollen consistency as suggested. Lines: 121-122

As for our expectation that larger workers would be more flower constant, we said in the previous paragraph (Lines:102-103) that bigger workers are usually better foragers. We expect that a better forager would choose to be flower constant whenever possible.

Reviewer \#2: Line 143: Was the time standardized when foraging activity was measured.

Authors: We counted workers entries and exits from each colony for 15 minutes. As for the statistical analysis, we considered the number of workers/15 minutes. Furthermore, counts were made between 9h00 and 16h00 and colonies were visited at different times across weeks to avoid confounding time effects. (Lines:147-148)

Reviewer \#2: Line 178: Clarify what you mean by each land use type. What is the difference between intensive and extensive crops?

Authors: Precisions were added within the text. (Lines: 185-187)

Reviewer \#2: Line 188: You considered habitats within 1000-m of each colony because bumble bees can forage that far but you only identified blooming plants within a 100-m radius. It seems like you could be missing a large portion of the flowers that these bees are foraging on. Was there a reason for this difference?

Authors: It was not logistically possible to identify every plant within a 1000-m radius from the colonies. We did not have either the time or financial / human resources associated with that level of precision. Habitats were easier and faster to characterize, because a field or a forest could cover quite a large proportion of the radius. It might have been possible using drones, but we did not have the equipment, experience or financial resources to use that kind of tool in 2016.

Reviewer \#2: Line 207: It is unfortunate that you could not include the proportion of forest and total margin length in the model.

Authors: Yes, we were really disappointed too.

Reviewer \#2: Line 217: I would remove "pushed the envelope further." This is too casual and I'm not clear why this is "pushing the envelope."

Authors: We removed the expression as suggested. Line: 226

Reviewer \#2: Line 251: Why were 59 workers excluded from the study?

Authors: They were excluded because they had missing body parts. This was already mentioned on Lines: 168-169

Reviewer \#2: Line 254: I would include the caveat that foragers showed little variation. There still could differences in variation if you included the in-nest workers.

Authors: Done. Lines: 266

Reviewer \#2: Line 269: Again, I would say foraging activity instead of food-provisioning to be clearer since nurse workers provision the brood.

Authors: Done. Lines: 292

Reviewer \#2: Line 294 -- 297; Since all of the morphological traits are correlated, I would report only one trait that correlated with pollen load species richness. Alternatively, present all of them, just don't present a subset of them because it is not clear why these where cherry-picked to be presented.

Authors: We decided to present all of them instead. Lines: 337-339

Reviewer \#2: Line 331: It is unclear what you mean by "including ours" as you did not measure any morphological measurements correlated with intensive crops. Do you mean previous studies in the same environment?

Authors: It was effectively not clear, so we removed the expression.

Reviewer \#2: Line 343: Again, unclear what you mean by "including ours"

Authors: It was effectively not clear, so we removed the expression.

Reviewer \#2: Line 357: I would write "barely any effect" instead of "barely no effect."

Authors: Done as suggested. Line: 402

Reviewer \#2: Line 367: Could they just be switching to the intensive crop for pollen and that is why richness drops.

Authors: Poaceae pollen (mostly associated to intensive row crops) was often found, but never in high abundance. It looked more like accidental carrying than purposely selected pollen (\~3%) as Poaceae pollen is usually carried by wind. We added a column in the supplementary Table 2 representing the averaged relative abundance of pollen (%) transported by bees for each plant. We also added a sentence in the text to signify that we thought about that possibility. Lines: 414-416

Reviewer \#2: Line 369: Remove "to push the envelope further," to casual and unclear why this is "pushing the envelope."

Authors: The expression was removed as suggested.

Reviewer \#2: Line 401: I'm not sure why you say you found that worker morphology or size was not influenced when you found that size decreased with increasing floral diversity. I would include this result in your conclusion.

Authors: Thank you for pointing that out. In fact, we found no variation of body size with landscape habitat composition, but a negative correlation between body size and the species richness of pollen loads. We added this result in the conclusion. Lines: 451-452

Reviewer \#2: Figure 3: Include data points on the graph

Authors: Done. See Figure 3.

Reviewer \#2: Figure 4: The legend has a line and a dashed line but the graph only has two solid lines.

Authors: This has to be a mistake with the pdf, because we really have one dashed line, and a solid line. We will make sure that the dashed line is visible.

Reviewer \#2: Figure 5: What do the two lines represent?

Authors: Thank you for pointing out this oversight. We added a legend in the figure.

10.1371/journal.pone.0234498.r003
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Landscape composition and local floral resources influence foraging behavior but not the size of Bombus impatiens Cresson (Hymenoptera: Apidae) workers

PLOS ONE

Dear Gervais,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

Dear authors, 

I hope you all are ok considering our world situation. We are having a hard time to find available reviewers for publication, covid-19 make it harder. 

This time I recieved two evaluations for your manuscript. One of then still suggests some major points that deserves a second look on the paper. I\'m certain that this changes will improve it. 

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by May 22 2020 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Juliana Hipólito, Phd

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

Reviewer \#3: (No Response)

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#2: The authors have sufficiently addressed all of my previous comments.

Reviewer \#3: Reviewer: Heather Grab

First, I hope that both the journal staff, authors and their families are safe as we all face the challenges of covid-19.

The manuscript presents results of a large field study which evaluates the impacts of local and landscape-scale resources on individual forager traits and on colony-level foraging activity. I was very excited to see this study as my own research is at the intersection of intraspecific morphological variation and landscape ecology. The authors have done a good job addressing previous reviewer comments; however, I have some additional points that the authors should address before publication.

\*\*\*Please see attached reviewer file for comments along with inline code\*\*\*

Major comments:

I found it very difficult to interpret the results from the model comparisons reported by the authors. As I understand, the authors conducted comparisons based on a pre-defined set of candidate models. They explained why some landcovers (border, urban, forest) were excluded from their models, however others (extensive covers) seem to be left out without justification even though they comprise a substantial portion (\~50%) of the landscape at some sites. Table 2 reports Model-averaged coefficients but which model sets were used to obtain these averages is unclear as they appear to be reported on an individual model basis? In table three, I suggest labeling each candidate model by its predictors as in Table 1, because it is currently very difficult to understand the differences between models.

Given these difficulties, I was very happy to see that the author's provided a Dryad link to the underlying data supporting their analysis. However, when looking at the data I noticed a few issues that the authors can hopefully resolve:

First, the authors report in their methods that foraging bees were only collected starting four weeks after the colonies were set out at each site (May 3). This makes a lot of sense, as the goal of the study was to measure variation in workers relative the resources available at a sites, and therefore the authors would want to be sure that they were measuring workers actually provisioned at the site rather than those that came with the colony or were provisioned primarily with the nectar and pollen resources provided to the colony during factory rearing. However, in looking at the worker datafile, many workers appear to be collected before this 4 week period (May 18-31st). After excluding these data, I no longer see a significant effect of JJ (Julian date) on the morphological measures.

The effect of date is no longer significant after accounting for the 4 week window. This suggest that the effect was largely due to workers produced before the start of the study and that worker size is smaller once colonies are placed in the field.

In running some additional models with the Extensive cover variable on the reduced dataset, I found that an interaction with local flower cover did explain significant variation in several of the morphological traits (thorax shown here as an example). Using the lme4 and lmerTest packages I was able to account for the nested random effect of Hive within Site without running into model singularity or convergence issues. As the majority of variables considered by the author are continuous and have this hierarchical structure, I recommend using this package rather the glmmTMB. Additionally, the data provided by the authors appears to only have the morphological measures for the bees which had weight data taken (205 rather than the full 264 reported in the results). Because this is actually quite a small sample size given the date range, number of colonies and sites sampled, I evaluated whether there were sites with only a few bees collected (\<5) and removed them from the analysis. This ensures that results describe the patterns only for sites with a sample sufficient to accurately characterize the average size of workers within a site.

These results suggest that then local floral resources are high, worker weight declines with greater ag cover but that ag cover can have the opposite effect, increasing body size when local floral resources are low.

I am also concerned with the use of a correlation test when evaluating whether body size influences the number of pollen types carried by foragers. First because foragers are not all independent (multiple foragers from the same sites) but more importantly because local floral resources vary across sites, and if above analyses hold true, then variation in floral resources is related to body size in at least some landscape conditions. Because pollen richness is count data, I recommend a poisson glm model.

Proposed model structure for pollen richness vs body size analysis. I used bees from all dates and did not set a minimum replication threshold.

m=glmer(Pollen_load_richness\~LOC_10w+scale(thorax_avg)+(1\|Site/Hive), data=subset(dat, ), family=\"poisson\")

summary(m)

\#\# Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace

\#\# Approximation) \[glmerMod\]

\#\# Family: poisson ( log )

\#\# Formula: Pollen_load_richness \~ LOC_10w + scale(thorax_avg) + (1 \| Site/Hive)

\#\# Data: subset(dat, )

\#\#

\#\# AIC BIC logLik deviance df.resid

\#\# 1170.1 1186.7 -580.0 1160.1 200

\#\#

\#\# Scaled residuals:

\#\# Min 1Q Median 3Q Max

\#\# -2.4051 -0.9661 -0.2117 0.7685 5.4298

\#\#

\#\# Random effects:

\#\# Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.

\#\# Hive:Site (Intercept) 0.10302 0.3210

\#\# Site (Intercept) 0.01575 0.1255

\#\# Number of obs: 205, groups: Hive:Site, 76; Site, 20

\#\#

\#\# Fixed effects:

\#\# Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(\>\|z\|)

\#\# (Intercept) 1.45164 0.18518 7.839 4.54e-15 \*\*\*

\#\# LOC_10w 0.03019 0.02202 1.371 0.17037

\#\# scale(thorax_avg) -0.10057 0.03242 -3.102 0.00192 \*\*

\#\# \-\--

\#\# Signif. codes: 0 \'\*\*\*\' 0.001 \'\*\*\' 0.01 \'\*\' 0.05 \'.\' 0.1 \' \' 1

\#\#

\#\# Correlation of Fixed Effects:

\#\# (Intr) LOC_10

\#\# LOC_10w -0.952

\#\# scl(thrx_v) 0.012 0.004

Results indicate that larger individuals still collect fewer pollen types even after accounting for repeated measures within sites and for site level variation in floral richness

The authors should certainly re-run each of these models with their full dataset. Because the authors did not provide the foraging activity data, I would encourage them to reassess these models as well.

L311-312: while the authors are correct that pollen load richness declines increasing proportions of intensive crop cover when local floral richness is low it does not follow from the data to suggest that when local floral richness is high, pollen load richness increases with intensive crop cover. The pattern in figure 3 suggests that this relationship is likely not different than zero.

Minor comments:

L67-83 discussion of how differences in metric limits synthesis seems outside of the scope of the current work given that the authors are not attempting a synthesis effort. I would limit this section only to explaining why particular metrics might be expects to impact body size and foraging variation.

L130-131: It would be very helpful if the authors would provide a map of their study sites, based on their regional description it seems that spatial autocorrelation many be an issue. Given this concern, I suggest that the authors confirm that model residuals do not display spatial autocorrelation.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: Yes: Heather Grab

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Submitted filename: PONE-D-19-31905_R1_Effects of local and landscape factors on body size and foraging in B.impatiens.docx
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Click here for additional data file.
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22- May- 2020

Dear Dr. Hipólito

My co-authors and I are really grateful for the opportunity to resubmit our manuscript (PONE-D-19-31905) entitled "Landscape composition and local floral resources influence foraging behavior but not the size of Bombus impatiens Cresson (Hymenoptera: Apidae) workers" for consideration for publication by Plos One. We would like to thank the reviewer for the relevant comments we received. All comments/suggestions made by the reviewer have been addressed, with corresponding changes made directly to the manuscript. This letter is accompanied by a revised version of our manuscript as well as its corresponding document in track-change format. Detailed responses to comments or concerns can be found in the pages below.

Best regards,

Amélie Gervais, PhD

Reviewer: First, I hope that both the journal staff, authors and their families are safe as we all face the challenges of covid-19.

Answer: My coauthors and I are all well, thank you. We hope that you are too.

Reviewer: The manuscript presents results of a large field study which evaluates the impacts of local and landscape-scale resources on individual forager traits and on colony-level foraging activity. I was very excited to see this study as my own research is at the intersection of intraspecific morphological variation and landscape ecology. The authors have done a good job addressing previous reviewer comments; however, I have some additional points that the authors should address before publication.

Answer: Thank you for your comments.

Reviewer: I found it very difficult to interpret the results from the model comparisons reported by the authors. As I understand, the authors conducted comparisons based on a pre-defined set of candidate models. They explained why some landcovers (border, urban, forest) were excluded from their models, however others (extensive covers) seem to be left out without justification even though they comprise a substantial portion (\~50%) of the landscape at some sites.

Answer: We decided to exclude the relative amount of extensive cultures composed of hayfields and pastures, because we considered this landcover type to be more ''neutral'' than others with respect to bumble bees. Indeed, while hayfields and pastures are rarely treated with pesticides, they are also generally characterized by a much lower food resource availability to bumble bees than alfalfa and clover fields, at least in our study area. We agree that it would have been nice to consider the influence of a greater number of landcovers in our regression models, yet we believe that this may lead to another problem as landcover variables are "compositional" variables, that is that they sum to a constant and thus imply a lack of independence among them (i.e., they are implicitly correlated; Filzmoser et al. 2009). This may not only lead to collinearity problems within a given model, but also to interpretation problems when contrasting models. Given the above, and the fact that we do not want to propose post hoc hypotheses or predictions regarding extensive covers that could turn out to be "false positives" (Forstmeier et al. 2017), we would prefer to keep the composition of our model sets intact. This being said, we now clarify why we kept the relative amount of extensive cultures out of our analyses. Lines: 217-219 and 221-226.

Filzmoser, P., K. Hron, and C. Reimann. 2009. Principal component analysis for compositional data with outliers. Environmetrics 20:621-632.

Forstmeier, W., E.-J. Wagenmakers, and T. H. Parker. 2017. Detecting and avoiding likely false-positive findings -- a practical guide. Biological Reviews 92:1941-1968.

Reviewer: Table 2 reports Model-averaged coefficients but which model sets were used to obtain these averages is unclear as they appear to be reported on an individual model basis?

Answer: We now provide in Table 2 the model numbers that were used to compute the model-averaged coefficients. Line: 307.

Reviewer: In table three, I suggest labeling each candidate model by its predictors as in Table 1, because it is currently very difficult to understand the differences between models.

Answer: We decided to combine Table 1 and 3 for more clarity. Line: 245

Reviewer: Given these difficulties, I was very happy to see that the author's provided a Dryad link to the underlying data supporting their analysis. However, when looking at the data I noticed a few issues that the authors can hopefully resolve:

First, the authors report in their methods that foraging bees were only collected starting four weeks after the colonies were set out at each site (May 3). This makes a lot of sense, as the goal of the study was to measure variation in workers relative the resources available at a sites, and therefore the authors would want to be sure that they were measuring workers actually provisioned at the site rather than those that came with the colony or were provisioned primarily with the nectar and pollen resources provided to the colony during factory rearing. However, in looking at the worker datafile, many workers appear to be collected before this 4 week period (May 18-31st). After excluding these data, I no longer see a significant effect of JJ (Julian date) on the morphological measures.

Answer: Thank you for pointing that out! In fact, we started to collect workers two weeks after placing quads in the field in order to sample pollen loads, but wanted to exclude the workers caught between the second and fourth week of the experiment to avoid measuring effects biased by initial conditions. We clarified this in the manuscript and all morphological analyses were rerun using the correct subset of data instead of all the workers. These changes barely changed the results except for Julian date which had no effect in the new analyses (as found by the reviewer). Lines: 148 and 212-215.

Reviewer: In running some additional models with the Extensive cover variable on the reduced dataset, I found that an interaction with local flower cover did explain significant variation in several of the morphological traits (thorax shown here as an example). Using the lme4 and lmerTest packages I was able to account for the nested random effect of Hive within Site without running into model singularity or convergence issues. As the majority of variables considered by the author are continuous and have this hierarchical structure, I recommend using this package rather the glmmTMB. Additionally, the data provided by the authors appears to only have the morphological measures for the bees which had weight data taken (205 rather than the full 264 reported in the results). Because this is actually quite a small sample size given the date range, number of colonies and sites sampled, I evaluated whether there were sites with only a few bees collected (\<5) and removed them from the analysis. This ensures that results describe the patterns only for sites with a sample sufficient to accurately characterize the average size of workers within a site.

Answer: We did not feel comfortable with considering the influence of extensive crops post-hoc, and this, for the reasons mentioned above. This being said, we totally understand the concerns of the reviewer and we reran all our analyses with the largest sample size possible for each trait with the additional constraint that sites had to include at least 5 workers as suggested. We also used the lme4 package for these analyses as suggested by the reviewer (except for the foraging activity, where we still faced convergence issues for some models with lme4, but not with glmmTMB). These modifications did not affect our results nor our conclusions. Finally, we added the foraging activity data and the workers that were not weighted due to missing body parts to the Dryad dataset as requested by the reviewer. Lines: 258-260.

Reviewer: I am also concerned with the use of a correlation test when evaluating whether body size influences the number of pollen types carried by foragers. First because foragers are not all independent (multiple foragers from the same sites) but more importantly because local floral resources vary across sites, and if above analyses hold true, then variation in floral resources is related to body size in at least some landscape conditions. Because pollen richness is count data, I recommend a poisson glm model.

Answer: Given that there are no way to compute a linear correlation coefficient between two variables subjected to a hierarchical structure, we nevertheless agree with the reviewer that her approach is likely better, inasmuch as it allows to control for the influence of local floral richness. We therefore conducted the analyses as suggested. This being said, the new results are in line with those of our previous analyses and did not affect our conclusions. Lines: 280-284 and 354-359.

Reviewer: The authors should certainly re-run each of these models with their full dataset. Because the authors did not provide the foraging activity data, I would encourage them to reassess these models as well.

Answer: We reran all the models as suggested. The changes can be observed in Table 2 and Table 3, as well as in Fig. 1, but these brought no qualitative modifications to the relationship that we had found.

Reviewer: L311-312: while the authors are correct that pollen load richness declines increasing proportions of intensive crop cover when local floral richness is low it does not follow from the data to suggest that when local floral richness is high, pollen load richness increases with intensive crop cover. The pattern in figure 3 suggests that this relationship is likely not different than zero.

Answer: Thanks for pointing that out. We had mistaken flower constancy for pollen load richness, which are inversely proportionate. We changed the phrasing in both the results and the discussion. Lines: 329-332 and 423-424.

Reviewer: L67-83 discussion of how differences in metric limits synthesis seems outside of the scope of the current work given that the authors are not attempting a synthesis effort. I would limit this section only to explaining why particular metrics might be expects to impact body size and foraging variation.

Answer: While we reduced this section, we believe it is important to provide the reader with a good background regarding the difficulty in making predictions about the effects of landscape structure on bumble bee morphology or behavior. Lines: 66-67, 78.

Reviewer: L130-131: It would be very helpful if the authors would provide a map of their study sites, based on their regional description it seems that spatial autocorrelation many be an issue. Given this concern, I suggest that the authors confirm that model residuals do not display spatial autocorrelation.

Answer: We now provide a map of our study sites (S1 Fig). Spatial autocorrelation of residuals was assessed for each response variable using Moran's I and the most complex model via the DHARMa package in R. The latitude and longitude of each site were also added in the Dryad dataset. No spatial autocorrelation was found. This is now clearly mentioned in the manuscript. Lines: 241-244.
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